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We discuss the experiences and results of the AppStatUZH team’s participation in the
comprehensive and unbiased comparison of different spatial approximations conducted
in the Competition for Spatial Statistics for Large Datasets. In each of the different sub-
competitions, we estimated parameters of the covariance model based on a likelihood
function and predicted missing observations with simple kriging. We approximated the
covariance model either with covariance tapering or a compactly supported Wendland
covariance function.

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of the Competition for Spatial Statistics for Large Datasets was to compare
established spatial statistics methods on data of scientifically relevant sizes. Such compar-
isons are sparse in the literature and therefore, we participated in this competition with great
interest and highly appreciated the invitation from Marc G. Genton. The remainder of this
section provides a brief overview of themethodology used for our contribution and describes
the computational infrastructure and respective software implementations. In Sect. 2, we
focus on how we conducted the different sub-competitions, including a concise discussion
of the results we submitted as members of the AppStatUZH team. We conclude with a short
discussion in Sect. 3.

Our paradigm consisted of the assumption of an isotropic Gaussian random process.
We addressed the large datasets by different approximations of the covariance function
and deliberate misspecification of the likelihood (termed approximate likelihood in the
following).

In sub-competition 1, we used covariance tapering to estimate the parameters of the
tapered Matérn covariance function. The central idea of tapering is to exploit that numer-
ous entries of the covariance matrix are near to yet distinct from zero. These negligible
entries are tapered to zero by multiplying the covariance function of interest by a compactly
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supported covariance function. This multiplication yields the tapered covariance function,
which is positive-definite and compactly supported. Its compact support leads to the desired
computational gains when sparse matrix algorithms are applied to efficiently compute the
Cholesky factorization of the covariance matrix for estimation and prediction. Based on
the smoothness parameter ν of the observed field, a different taper function is chosen, for
0 < ν ≤ 0.5 a spherical, for 0.5 < ν ≤ 1.5 a Wendland1 and for 1.5 < ν ≤ 2.5 a
Wendland2 covariance function. This choice is based on in-fill asymptotics arguments to
guarantee asymptotic efficiency of the simple krigingmean-squared prediction error. Details
of covariance tapering and respective asymptotic results can, for example, be found in Furrer
et al. (2006); Kaufman et al. (2008). It is important to note that these approximate likelihood
estimates are biased.

In sub-competition 2, we chose a misspecification approach by using aWendland covari-
ance function directly instead of a tapered one. As shown in Bevilacqua et al. (2019),
misspecification of a Matérn with a generalized Wendland covariance with appropriate
parameters choices leads to asymptotic efficiency. As an additional approximation, we used
only integer-valued generalizedWendland functions (Wendland1,2,3) to exploit their closed-
form. The choice thereof was based on the maximum value of the approximate likelihood
function. For the subsampling, we first retained all observations within the empirical γ and
1 − γ quantiles (γ = 0.0001, 0.01 for 2a and 2b respectively) and then drew a random
subsample to maximize the approximate likelihood. We repeated these steps several times
and used the average as the final estimate. Based on this model and respective estimates, we
also used simple kriging for prediction.

The R (R Development Core Team 2020) implementation of the covariance functions
and the spatial statics approximations are all available in the sparse matrix packages
spam (Furrer and Sain 2010; Furrer et al. 2020a) and spam64 (Gerber et al. 2017; Furrer
et al. 2020b). The respective approximate likelihood functions were maximized with the
optimParallel package (Gerber and Furrer 2019). We run our code serially or in par-
allel on a cluster of 4–9 nodes on a compute server with 8 x Intel Xeon 10C E7-2850 2.0
GHz and 2TB memory (80 cores).

2. RESULTS

In sub-competition 1, we discuss our results concerning the RMSEs since our primary
focus was on making predictions using covariance tapering. When applying covariance
tapering, we had tomake some initial decisions. First, we chose an appropriate taper function
for each field. For this purpose, we estimated the smoothness parameter with an educated
guess based on the empirical covariogram and the criteria described in Sect. 1. When we
compare the chosen taper functions with the true smoothness parameter (cf. Table 1 in
Huang et al. 2021), we have only misspecified taper functions for fields containing a nugget
effect. Considering the true smoothness parameters are near the margins of the decision
criteria between the mentioned taper functions, the misspecified taper functions did not
seem to have an effect on the RMSE. Second, we chose an appropriate taper range. The idea
for this choice was to use the estimated effective range, which was based on the empirical
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Figure 1. RMSE’s from prediction 1b, 2a & 2b with respective ranks as function of the chosen taper range (left)
and of the selected random subsample sizes (right). The straight lines show the average linear effect stratified for
datasets from 1b containing a nugget effect to emphasize the respective correlations .

covariogram. Because the density of the tapered covariancematrix increases with increasing
taper range, we worked with an upper limit of 0.3 for computational efficiency. We started
analyzing each data set with a random subsample of at least 10’000 locations and then
increased the subsample size or adjusted the taper range until the estimates became stable
or computational limits were exceeded. As the estimates of the tapered Matérn are biased
estimates of the Matérn covariance function, we presumed low performance concerning
respective MMOMs and MLOEs; cf. Table S2 in Huang et al. (2021). It is natural but also
crucial to use the same model for parameter estimation and prediction. Hence, we have used
the tapered Matérn covariance function with estimates from 1a for prediction at the 10’000
locations. Therefore, we included all observations available and solved one massive linear
system for each dataset.

Huang et al. (2021) observed for other submissions that there is a distinct separation of
RMSE’s for fields with and without nugget effects. This separation, evident in Fig. 1, is in
our results due to the simple kriging, which is essentially weighted spatial smoothing. Thus,
the fields with a lower signal-to-noise ratio can be interpolated with smaller errors. This
inherent smoothing also explains the higher RMSEs for fields with a relatively small true
smoothness ν = 0.6; cf. Fig. 1, where our respective RMSEs are all above average linear
trend. Adherent to taper theory is that the RMSE of the predictions decreases with increasing
taper range. On the other hand, increasing the number of random subsamples seems to affect
the RMSE in the right panel of Fig. 1 positively. The positive effect may be relativized by
the lower quality predictions for data set 3 (rank 10), which seems to have high leverage
on this positive effect. Moreover, the fields with a small true effective range βeff seem to
have a higher RMSE and distort the effect of the increasing subsamples. Additionally, the
distribution of the ranks in the x-direction in both panels of Fig. 1 indicates no tendency
regarding increasing taper range or subsample size. It seems that, for these fields, the taper
range should be chosen as large as the available memory allows for high-quality predictions.
This is supported by the fact that the number of neighbors is higher for a large taper range
and a small subsample than for a large subsample. Noteworthy in this context is that for
datasets 4, 5, 12 and 13, the MLOE and MMOM are very large due to wide range estimates.
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Despite this, the predictions are still of high quality since we used the tapered covariance
estimates that were jointly optimized. Hence, the RMSE is reasonably low and we rank for
these datasets in 1b as 4th, 7th, 8th and 2nd.

In sub-competition 2, we first chose the type of compactly supported Wendland covari-
ance function based on the approximate likelihood. It turned out that smoothness equal to
one, i.e. Wendland1 suited best for all four data sets. Once this parameter was established,
sill and nugget were estimated based on random subsamples of size 5’000. Thereby, we set
the ranges as 0.2 for 2a and 0.015 for 2b. For computational efficiency, we used a narrower
range in 2b, which has 900’000 observations. Given that the fields in sub-competition 2a
do not contain a nugget effect and are of equal size as the fields in 1b, we would expect
only slightly higher RMSEs. Though, the RMSEs of 2a are more than minimally higher
than the average predictions from 1b, likely due to insufficient local taper ranges and not
enough random subsamples. In 2b, where we used narrower taper ranges, the RMSEs are
much smaller and we rank higher among competitors. Having noted that the total data sizes
are considerably larger in 2b, the kriging predictions are directly more accurate.

3. DISCUSSION

In our experience, maximum likelihood-based predictions are robust and competitive
for large and huge datasets when combined with approximations. Compared to the over-
all median prediction time in Huang et al. (2021), covariance tapering is relatively slow.
However, it is a simple and intuitive approach with only a few tuning parameters that are
highly robust and natural to control. This competition demonstrates that covariance taper-
ing delivers accurate spatial predictions, as we ranked fourth among strong competitors in
sub-competition 1b. Covariance tapering combined with spam and spam64 already scales
well for large data sets and naturally advances as computer technologies and R handling of
long-vectors improve.

In case the process deviates from Gaussian regularity or stationarity, a careful choice of
(computational) parameters can mitigate some of the model misspecification effects. How-
ever, we deliberately used a Gaussian assumption as an approximation and were therefore
aware that for some fields, we have a loss of efficiency compared to other approaches, e.g.,
including a Tukey g-and-h transformation. However, the direct approximation of a spa-
tial model using a compactly supported covariance function is relatively young and more
experience needs to be gathered, e.g. with simulation studies focusing on non-Gaussianity
and non-stationarity. Furthermore, improved numerical approximations would allow to effi-
ciently model not only integer-valued generalized Wendland functions.
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